In current acoustic-phonetic research, there i s a need for huge data bases. There are considerable problems i n administering such data bases, both to transcribe and segment the speech and to easily access stored material. W e have created a speech analysis system to attempt to ! alleviate these problems. Speech data are stored i n sentence sized 1 files. These files are segmented and transcribed semi-automatically given a phonetic transcription of the utterance. This transcription is I generated by the text-to-phonetic component of our synthesis system. The same rule structure, similar t o the notation used i n generative Wnology, i s used for accessing the data. By a brief rule statement, speech segment meeting the specified contextual conditions can be identified. Durational data can be collected directly during the data base search. Spectral analysis programs operating w i t h a variety of spectral representations have also been created that display the result, typically as a mean/~D spectrum or as a contour histogram spectrum.
Introduction
To develop detailed acoust ic-phorlet i c knowledge w e want to access large speech data bases according t o linguistically meaniq ful principles. W e have developed a method i n which generative rules form an integral part of the data base management. There are considerable p r c b lems i n administering such data bases, both t o transcribe and segment the speech and t o easily access stored material. W e have created a speech analysis system to attempt to alleviate some of these problems. In this paper w e w i l l present the main function of this system. The data presented should be regarded merely as examples. Both the data base and the programs for handling it i s s t i l l i n continuous development.
A block diagram i s shown i n Fig. 1 that i l l u s t r a t e s the rnetl~od. The approach can be divided into three parts: * how the data base i s created. * how the data base is searched. * how the data base can be analyzed. 
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. Conclusion W e have developed a system t o access a data base i n an effective manner by means of r u l e s . These r u l e s can a l s o be used t o d e s c r i b e models that can be tested against the data. It has not been the goal i n t h i s paper t o present s c i e n t i f i c a l l y important results. Rather, it has been our intention t o i l l u s t r a t e the method and t o show the power of the approach. Many components w i l l be added t o p r e s e n t the d a t a i n more informative manners but the current system enables us to test hypotheses and t o transform t h e gained knowledge t o our text-to-speech system o r speech recognition system i n a f a s t and effective manner.
